Two Parvoviruses That Cause Different Diseases in Mink Have Different Transcription Patterns: Transcription Analysis of Mink Enteritis Virus and Aleutian Mink Disease Parovirus in the Same Cell Line
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The two parvoviruses of mink cause very different diseases. Mink enteritis virus (MEV) is associated with rapid, high-level viral replication and acute disease. In contrast, infection with Aleutian mink disease parvovirus (ADV) is associated with persistent, low-level viral replication and chronic severe immune dysregulation. In the present report, we have compared viral transcription in synchronized CRFK cells infected with either MEV or ADV using a nonradioactive RNase protection assay. The overall level of viral transcription was 20-fold higher in MEV- than in ADV-infected cells. Furthermore, MEV mRNA encoding structural proteins (MEV mRNA R3) was dominant throughout the infectious cycle, comprising approximately 80% of the total viral transcription products. In marked contrast, in ADV-infected cells, transcripts encoding nonstructural proteins (ADV mRNA R1 and R2) comprised more than 84% of the total transcripts at all times after infection, whereas ADV mRNA R3 comprised less than 16%. Thus, the ADV mRNA coding for structural proteins (ADV mRNA R3) was present at a level at least 100-fold lower than the corresponding MEV mRNA R3. These findings paralleled previous biochemical studies analyzing in vitro activities of the ADV and MEV promoters (J. Christensen, T. Storgaard, B. Viuff, B. Aasted, and S. Alexandersen, J. Virol. 67:1877–1886, 1993). The overall low levels of ADV mRNA and the paucity of the mRNA coding for ADV structural proteins may reflect an adaptation of the virus for low-level restricted infection.

The two autonomous parvoviruses of mink cause very different diseases. Mink enteritis virus (MEV) causes an acute disease in which the virus replicates to high titers within the mesenteric lymph nodes and in epithelial cells of the small intestine (46, 55). This results in lymphopenia, loss of intestinal mucosa, and diarrhea in susceptible animals (45, 46, 55). Virus replication peaks 4 days after infection, with a viral load of 250,000 genomes per infected cell (39, 55). A strong neutralizing antibody response follows, which reduces virus load to undetectable levels by 8 days after infection (55).

In contrast, Aleutian mink disease parvovirus (ADV) causes a chronic disease associated with low-level viral replication. The replication of ADV peaks 10 days after infection, with a viral load that is 25-fold lower than that seen for MEV (1, 5, 11). In addition, ADV replication is not associated with any acute histopathology or disease (42). Although ADV rapidly induces a strong antibody response, virus persists and a chronic disease ensues, associated with plasmacytosis, hypergammaglobulinemia, and immune complex-mediated disease (18, 23–25, 43).

Under special circumstances, ADV infection can cause acute disease. Neonatal seronegative mink kits develop an acute fulminant interstitial pneumonia when infected with ADV (2, 28, 56) and have a viral load comparable to that in MEV infection (6, 55). The kinetics of ADV replication are still slow compared to those of MEV, but the immaturity of the immune system allows the viral load sufficient time to accumulate to the high levels associated with acute disease (3, 6, 7). Mink kits from seropositive dams or mink kits passively given anti-ADV antibodies do not develop acute disease but instead progress to develop the persistent form of the disease (3, 7). Somehow, anti-ADV antibodies down regulate the viral DNA replication and transcription in infected cells in these mink kits (7, 8).

It is tempting to speculate that the slowness of ADV replication might allow a competent immune system the time necessary to damp viral expression, preventing acute disease. Thus, the inherently low level of replication might be crucial for the absence of acute disease and potentially also for the persistence of ADV (3, 14, 51, 55).

The replication of the cell culture-adapted strain of ADV is significantly slower than that of MEV in CRFK cells (14, 55). When considered with the in vivo observations, it has led us to propose that low-level replication is an intrinsic property of ADV (8, 55). Because of its potential involvement in the unique pathogenesis of ADV, we have been interested in exploring the molecular mechanisms governing this low-level replication. Comparative studies with MEV are attractive in this respect since both viruses replicate permissively in CRFK cells, with relative kinetics that resemble their in vivo kinetics (14, 41, 55).

One aspect of the viral life cycle that has been implicated in the slow ADV replication is viral transcription (3, 4, 8, 14, 51). In order to analyze the mRNA transcription, it is necessary...
briefly to consider the molecular organization of the viral genomes. ADV and MEV both have a single-stranded, negative-sense DNA genome of approximately 5,000 nucleotides (nt) (10, 27). The cellular DNA replication machinery active during the S phase of the cell cycle is necessary for conversion of the single-stranded genome into a double-stranded replicative form (RF DNA). RF DNA then functions both as a template for viral DNA replication and for viral mRNA transcription (16). The genome is essentially divided into two large open reading frames. A left open reading frame encodes the two nonstructural proteins (NS1 and NS2) by differential splicing of an mRNA initiated from a promoter located at either map unit 3 (ADV P3) or map unit 4 (MEV P4). The right open reading frame encodes the two structural proteins VP1 and VP2 through an mRNA initiated from a viral promoter located at either map unit 36 (ADV P36) or map unit 38 (MEV P38) (4, 10, 13, 27, 31, 40, 44).

Comparison of the viral promoters from ADV, MEV, and the prototypic parvovirus minute virus of mice (MVM) revealed that the slowness of ADV replication correlates with weakness of the viral promoters in in vitro promoter studies (14, 51). As such, both the constitutive activity of the ADV promoters and the level of NS1-mediated transactivation were very low compared to the corresponding promoters of MEV and MVM (14).

In the present studies, we investigated if the activity of the ADV and MEV promoters reflected the actual amount of viral RNA in infected cell cultures. We developed an RNase protection assay (RPA) to compare the viral mRNA levels and kinetics of accumulation in synchronized CRFK cells infected with either MEV or ADV. We found the total amount of viral transcripts in MEV-infected cells was 20-fold higher than that in ADV-infected cells. Furthermore, transcripts encoding the viral structural proteins were the predominant mRNAs at all times after infection with MEV. In contrast, transcripts encoding the viral nonstructural proteins were the predominant mRNAs at all times after infection with ADV.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell synchronization and infection. CRFK cells (17) were synchronized at 37°C by a combination of totopinohydrexide and hydroxyurea (HU) blocking as described previously (17). Briefly, this procedure does not involve the use of G418 or G418 DNA content at the time of release (35). After release from HU, the cells transverse the S phase for 12 to 14 h and then enter mitosis between 16 to 21 h (35). MEV and ADV-G (41) inocula were adjusted to produce approximately 50% virus-positive cells as previously described (35). After release from HU, the cells were incubated at 31.8°C.

In order to determine the relative stability of the different viral mRNAs in infected cells, transcription was blocked by actinomycin D (40 μg/ml) 5.5 h after HU release. Cells were subsequently lysed in 4 M guanidium thiocyanate (GuSCN) at 4°C, and the cytoplasmic fraction was transferred to another tube containing 1 ml of 0.15 M NaCl–1.5 mM MgCl2–0.65% Nonidet P-40 (21). Nuclei were removed by centrifugation for 5 min at 1,500 rpm at 4°C for 15 min. The protected hybrids were recovered in 5 ml of sequencing gel loading buffer (250 mM Tris-HCl [pH 7.5], 2 mM NaCl, 50 mM EDTA), followed by digestion with 5 μl of RNase A 10 μg/ml of RNase A and 20 μg/ml of RNase T1 (Ambion, Austin, Tex.) for 50 min at 37°C. Subsequently, RNase and cellular proteins were digested by adding 10 μl of 10% Sarkosyl and 5 μl of proteinase K (20 mg/ml) followed by an additional 30 min incubation at 37°C. The protected hybrids were precipitated by adding 250 μl of isopropanol and centrifuging at 10,000 × g at 4°C for 15 min. The protected hybrids were recovered in 5 μl of sequencing gel loading buffer (47), denatured at 90°C for 5 to 10 min, and separated on a 5% denaturing acrylamide gel (Long Ranger; FMC, Rockland, Maine) (8 M urea, 1× TBE [47]) at 35 V/cm. The separated RNA fragments were transferred to positively charged nylon membranes (Hybond-N*; Amersham Life Science, Arlington Heights, Ill.) in 0.5× TBE for 30 min at 10 V, using a Trans-Blot SD transfer cell (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, Calif.), and subsequently cross-linked to the membranes by 5 min of incubation in 0.05 M NaOH (9).

The membranes were rinsed twice for 5 min in wash buffer (1× phosphate-buffered saline [pH 6.9], 0.5% sodium dodecyl sulfate, 100 ng of total yeast RNA per ml), blocked three times for 10 min each in blocking buffer, and incubated for 30 min with streptavidin-alkaline phosphatase (Avidx-AP; Tropix, Bedford, Mass.) diluted 1:3,000 in blocking solution. Next, the membranes were washed for 10 min in blocking solution and four times for 10 min each in wash buffer and rinsed briefly four times in assay buffer (100 mM Tris [pH 9.5], 100 mM NaCl, 250 mg of yeast RNA per ml). Finally, the membranes were incubated for 5 min in CDP-STAR substrate (Tropix) and exposed to X-Omat film (Eastman Kodak, Rochester, N.Y.).

The intensities of the specific bands were measured by laser scanning (UltraScan; LKB, Bromma, Sweden), using GelScan 2.1 software (Pharmacia). Linearity of the data was assured by comparing the ratio of bands from several different exposure times. Finally, the signals were normalized to the number of cpm in the total cell lysate.

Probe design. (i) MEV probe. The probe for detection of MEV transcription was designed based on transcription data from canine parvovirus (CPV), a host range variant. These data have kindly been made available to us by Colin Parrish, James A. Baker Institute for Animal Health, New York State College of Veterinary Medicine, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y., and have in part been referenced previously (14, 40, 51). Figure 1B depicts a schematic transcription map. To discriminate between mRNA species, we constructed a minus-sense MEV RNA probe (MEV2264-1911) spanning nt 1912 to 2264 (36) by subcloning the relevant DNA fragment of CPV into pGEM-3Z (Promega, Madison, Wis.). The single-stranded RNA probe complementary to mRNA was subsequently transcribed by using SP6 RNA polymerase. The full-length probe generated is 390 nt long, including plasmid sequences. MEV R1, encoding NS1, will protect a 355-nt fragment of this RNA probe, MEV R2, encoding NS2, will protect a 259-nt fragment, and R3, encoding the structural proteins, will protect a 240-nt fragment.

(ii) ADV probes. Probes for detection of ADV transcription were designed based on the published transcription map of ADV (4). Figure 1A depicts a schematic transcription map. To discriminate between mRNA species, we constructed a minus-sense ADV probe (ADV2063-1701-B) spanning nt 1701 to 1960 and nt 2043 to 2321 (Fig. 1A). This probe does not include the B intron (nt 1961 to 2042), unspliced pre-mRNA from the ADV P3 promoter (pre-P3) protects a 540-nt fragment from RNase digestion after hybridization (Fig. 1A). If splice C is made in pre-P3, the precursor pre-P3 is generated. Pre-P3 and R1 protect the same 432-nt fragment of ADV2063-1701-B. Pre-P3 can be spliced to give a transcript R1 or R2, depending on whether the B intron or the A intron is removed (Fig. 1A). R2 mRNA protects a 170-nt fragment. Since this RNA species is resistant to the ADV P3 promoter, R3 mRNA, initiated from the ADV P36 promoter, protects a 389-nt fragment (Fig. 1A). The probe was constructed by subcloning the relevant ADV template in pUC19-1 (Invitrogen, San Diego, Calif.) and transcribing the single-stranded RNA probe using SP6 RNA polymerase. This generated a 555-nt full-length probe including plasmid sequences.

Since the ADV2063-1701-B probe cannot discriminate between R1 and pre-P3, we made another probe, ADV2063-1701-F (Fig. 1A) by subcloning the relevant fragment of ADV into pUC19-1 and transcribing the single-stranded RNA probe using SP6 RNA polymerase. This generated a 364-nt full-length probe including plasmid sequences. Pre-mRNA initiated from ADV P3 (pre-P3 and pre-P3C) will protect a 362-nt long fragment from this probe, R1 will protect a 260-nt fragment, and ADV R3 will protect a 217-nt fragment. Although the ADV2063-1701 probe by itself will not detect R2 (Fig. 1A), by combining the results from both ADV probes, quantification of all the ADV mRNAs becomes possible.

Probe and RNA size marker labeling. All RNA probes made were transcribed with biotin-14-CTP using the BrightStar BIOTINScript kit essentially as described (4). We routinely obtained enough probe for 1,000 RPA fragments from a single transcription reaction. Probes were stable at −20°C when resuspended in DEPC-treated water with 500 ng of sheared yeast RNA (Ambion) per μl. Biotinylated RNA markers were made with the Century Marker Template (Ambion) according to the manufacturer’s instructions and diluted 1:500 in...
mRNA. To evaluate this possibility, we denatured the reactions at 65°C for 5 min before the hybridization. The amount of detected mRNA did not increase, showing that single-stranded DNA was not interfering with the assay.

RESULTS

Kinetic analysis of MEV transcription in synchronized CRFK cells. MEV is considered a more typical parvovirus than ADV. Consequently, we will describe the MEV results first. To study the kinetics of transcription, MEV-infected CRFK cells were lysed in GuSCN at different times after HU release and hybridized with the MEV probe. In the following, all time points refer to hours after release from HU block. Low levels of both R3 encoding the structural proteins and R1 encoding NS1 could be detected before release, reflecting the low number of cells evading the HU block (35). Initial levels of R1 and R3 remained low until 2.5 h after release, when they increased sharply, reaching a maximum at 11 h, corresponding to the end of the S phase (Fig. 2). R2 encoding NS2 was not detected until 5.5 h after release, and its level gradually increased over the next 20 h, at which time it was twofold higher than R1 (Fig. 2). MEV R3 encoding the structural proteins was the most abundant mRNA at all times, comprising approximately 80% of the total viral mRNA.

Part of what is detected as R1 in the total cell lysate might be unspliced P4 transcript and therefore restricted to the nucleus (Fig. 1B). In addition, R1 in the nucleus might be further spliced to R2 and as such might represent pre-R2. In order to determine whether there would be relatively less R1 in the cytoplasm we studied cytoplasmic RNA at 24 h. Although the ratio of P4 versus P38 transcript was unaltered, the R2/R1 ratio increased twofold, indicating that part of the R1 detected in the total cell lysate gets retained in the nucleus for further splicing to R2 or is in fact unspliced pre-mRNA from the P4 promoter.

We wanted to know if apparent mRNA ratios were affected by different stabilities. Therefore, the amount of viral transcripts was measured at different times after inhibition of de novo transcription by actinomycin B. This had no significant effect on the ratio of the different MEV transcripts, showing that the dominance of R3 was not a function of differential mRNA stability.

These results suggested that MEV transcription in cell culture was similar to that of parvovirus MVM in that the mRNA encoding the structural proteins was predominant. However, we could not identify a temporal shift from early transcription encoding predominantly nonstructural proteins to late transcription encoding predominantly structural proteins as has been reported for MVM (15, 48).

Kinetic analysis of ADV transcription in synchronized CRFK cells. The kinetics of ADV transcription were also examined in the same synchronized cell line. Using the ADV2321-1701 -B probe, ADV P3 transcripts encoding the nonstructural proteins were detected at 30 min and remained at a low level until 2.5 h. Then, they accumulated steadily until 11 h, corresponding to the end of the S phase (Fig. 3). ADV P36 transcript (R3), encoding the structural proteins, showed a different pattern of transcription. It was first detected at 2.5 h and remained at low levels until 5.5 h, after which time it increased over the remaining period studied (Fig. 3). However, R3 levels never became higher than 16% of the total viral mRNA (Fig. 3). Thus, ADV was very different from MEV in that transcripts encoding the nonstructural proteins dominated at all times in ADV-infected CRFK cells. As such there was no shift to dominance of transcripts encoding structural proteins.

The first ADV P3 transcript, detected at low levels at 30 min,
Transcripts seen as a function of time after HU release. The MEV2264-1911 probe molecules in the different protected fragments, plotted as a percentage of total MEV densitometry, and the intensity was normalized to the number of cytosine mol-
clature introduced in the legend to Fig. 1. The molecular mass in nucleotides is identity of each protected fragment is indicated on the right, using the nomen-
short exposure. For comparison the 3.5-h lane is shown in both exposures. The
probe, lane U contains uninfected CRFK cells. To visualize early transcription
VP2.

Further spliced to R2 encoding NS2. R3 encodes the structural proteins VP1 and (pre-P4) and R1, encoding MEV NS1. Furthermore, R1 in the nucleus may be does not discriminate between unspliced mRNA from the MEV P4 promoter
was unspliced mRNA (pre-P3). At 90 min, R2, encoding NS2, was detected. It comprised approximately 70% of the viral mRNA, and its relative quantity remained almost constant (Fig. 3B). The absolute amount of R2 increased more than 50-fold from 2.5 to 11 h and then remained almost constant (Fig. 3A and C). The same pattern, although at a lower level, was seen for the 432-nt protected fragment representing both R1 encoding NS1 and pre-mRNA with splice C (pre-P3C) (Fig. 1 and 3).

By using the other probe, ADV2063-1701, on the same sample set, these data were confirmed; ADV P3 transcripts encoding the nonstructural proteins appeared first and reached a plateau at 11 h, while the P36 transcript (R3) encoding the structural proteins was evident later but continued to increase. Use of the ADV2063-1701-B probe gave a much higher signal for P3 pre-mRNA than was found with the ADV2321-1701-B probe (data not shown). This resulted because pre-P3C colocalized with R1

when using probe ADV2321-1701-B whereas it colocalized with pre-P3 when using probe ADV2063-1701 (Fig. 1A). Apparently, most of the P3 pre-mRNA is found as pre-P3C and not as pre-P3, suggesting that splice C is made immediately after transcription, while splice B or A is made later. No unspliced P36 transcripts were detected at any time point, showing that transcript initiated from the ADV P36 is spliced to the final R3 immediately after transcription.

Since the B and C introns are present on both R1 and R3, these findings suggested that additional features of ADV P3 transcripts delayed final splicing. One possibility would be that the presence of the splice A acceptor on the ADV P3 transcripts interfered with the splicing, since splice A and B (Fig. 1A) utilize the same splice donor (4).

We also examined mRNA stabilities in ADV-infected CRFK cells. The amount of viral transcripts was measured at different times after inhibition of de novo transcription using actinomycin B (data not shown). There was no significant effect on the ratio of the different ADV transcripts, showing that the dominance of ADV R2, encoding NS2, was not the result of differential mRNA stability. In addition, the stabilities of the ADV transcripts were not significantly different from those of the MEV transcripts.

These results for ADV showed major differences from those for MEV. ADV P3 transcripts encoding the nonstructural proteins dominated at all times, and this result appeared to be a function of transcription rate and not of mRNA stability. As for MEV, we did not detect any temporal shift in ADV transcription.

Comparison of overall transcription levels between MEV and ADV. When comparing the overall level of accumulated MEV P4 and ADV P3 transcripts, the former accumulated to a fivefold higher level than ADV P3 transcripts (Fig. 4). The difference was particularly pronounced when comparing the levels of R1, in that a higher proportion of MEV P4 transcript is processed to R1 than is seen for ADV P3 transcript (Fig. 2 and 3).

Even more conspicuous was the difference observed between MEV and ADV R3 initiated from MEV P38 and ADV P36, respectively. MEV R3 reached a level almost 300 times higher than the ADV R3 transcript at 11 h (Fig. 4) and, although the level of ADV R3 slowly increased, it was always at least 100 times lower than the peak for MEV R3 (Fig. 4). So not only were the MEV mRNAs encoding the viral structural proteins produced much faster, but they also attained much higher levels than the corresponding ADV mRNA.

**DISCUSSION**

We have compared the transcription of two mink parvo-
viruses, MEV and ADV, in the same cell line. The overall level of viral transcription for MEV was 20-fold higher than for ADV. Moreover, in MEV-infected CRFK cells, approximately 80% of the viral transcripts derived from the P38 promoter (Fig. 2), while the corresponding value for ADV P36 was less than 16% (Fig. 3). This difference resulted in 100- to 300-fold higher amounts of mRNAs encoding structural proteins in MEV- than in ADV-infected cells (Fig. 4). This ratio is remarkably similar to the 100-fold higher activity of the MEV P38 promoter than of the ADV P36 promoter found using a reporter assay after transient transfection of CRFK cells (14).

The observed dominance of ADV P3 transcripts, encoding nonstructural proteins, is also supported by our previous promoter studies in which we found that the constitutive activity of the ADV P3 promoter was 12 times higher than the activity of the ADV P36 promoter (14). In the presence of ADV NS1, the

![FIG. 2. Quantitative time course of MEV transcription. (A) Synchronized CRFK cells infected with MEV were lysed at the indicated times after release from HU. Ten microliters of cell lysate was hybridized to an excess of MEV2264-1911 probe as described in Materials and Methods. Lane P contains undigested CRFK cells. The amount of viral transcripts was measured at different times after inhibition of de novo transcription using actinomycin B (data not shown). There was no significant effect on the ratio of the different ADV transcripts, showing that the dominance of ADV R2, encoding NS2, was not the result of differential mRNA stability. As for MEV, we did not detect any temporal shift in ADV transcription.](/v/jvi.asm.org/Downloadedfromhttp://jvi.asm.org)
ADV P3 promoter was still threefold stronger than the ADV P36 promoter (14). This was in contrast to the MVM P38 promoter which was transactivated 100-fold by NS1 to a much higher level than the MVM P4 promoter (14). As such, the efficiency of NS1-mediated transactivation may explain the shift from early to late transcription in MVM infection (15, 48) and the lack of such a shift in ADV infection. However, we were surprised not to find any shift in MEV-infected cells from the early dominance of transcripts encoding nonstructural proteins to the later dominance of transcripts encoding structural proteins. In addition to MVM, such a shift has been shown for the distantly related B19 parvovirus, regulated at the level of splicing (49), and for the porcine parvovirus (PPV) at the protein level (32). This conservation of early and late transcription patterns among distantly related parvoviruses may point to an important biological function. One such function might be to delay capsid formation until sufficient amounts of viral DNA have accumulated. This would reduce the amount of empty capsids and by that an unnecessary energy load on the infected cell. At the molecular level the observed dominance of MEV transcripts encoding structural proteins at all times might be a function of the high constitutive activity of the P38 promoter in CRFK cells (14). It would be of interest to study the MEV transcription in other permissive cell lines to evaluate whether the dominance of transcripts encoding structural proteins even early in infection is a unique function of the CRFK cells or a special property of MEV.

R2 was the predominant mRNA at all times after ADV infection of CRFK cells, comprising approximately 70% of the total viral transcripts (Fig. 3). R2 encodes ADV NS2. For parvoviruses MVM and H1, NS2 increases the level of viral proteins posttranscriptionally, an effect most pronounced for the structural proteins (29, 30, 33). ADV NS2 might have similar functions so that the low level of R3 could be partly compensated for by efficient translation mediated by NS2. Alternatively, NS2 predominance can be seen as a selection to minimize acute cell damage because splicing of the P3 transcript to predominantly R2 will reduce the amount of cytotoxic NS1.

For both ADV and MEV the accumulation of viral transcripts was restricted to the period from 2.5 to 11 h after release, which corresponds to the migration of the CRFK cells through the S phase of the cell cycle (35). ADV infection arrests the cells in the late S or G2 phase of the cell cycle so that viral DNA replication can continue for the full time period studied (35). Therefore, the stall in transcription at 11 h cannot be interpreted as a coupling of viral transcription to viral DNA replication in the S phase. Similarly, the stall of transcription does not seem to be an effect of saturation of the transcription machinery or viral cytotoxic effect, since it happened for both MEV and ADV despite dramatic differences in the amount of viral transcripts. Instead, it might indicate that host factors present in the S phase of the cell cycle facilitate viral transcription.

No direct evidence is available linking the expression level of the viral structural proteins to the level of viral replication. Nevertheless, such a relationship could directly explain the lower viral load observed in ADV versus MEV infection. As
such, low-level viral transcription might be seen as another adaptation of ADV to minimize acute cell damage. We have previously noted how limited mutations in the ADV P36 promoter region seem to have adapted ADV to low-level expression of capsid protein (51). Apparently the two different mink parvoviruses have evolved completely different strategies of expression. In this respect it may be worth noting that both MEV and CPV are host variants of feline panleukopenia virus (FPV) (50), which adapted to their hosts relatively recently in evolutionary terms (37, 53). This group of viruses is shed at very high levels during the acute phase of the disease (12, 55), which may have played a significant role in the spread of infection. When FPV adapted to canines, it spread worldwide within a short time span, indicating rapid and very efficient spread (38). Similarly, different isolates of FPV, CPV, or MEV have very high homology levels, indicating efficient spread (53). In contrast, different isolates of ADV have significantly lower degrees of homology but, nevertheless, seem to be stable isolates (10, 20, 34). This suggests that ADV spread may be more localized and less efficient. Perhaps the solitary lifestyle of mink limits the efficiency of virus spread and has selected for a virus that does not cause acute cell damage and short-term, high levels of virus excretion but rather a persistent infection in which the animal can survive and continue breeding. As such the virus is very efficient in that 55% of wild mink have been reported to be infected with ADV (26).

In summary, we have compared the viral infection of ADV and MEV in the same synchronized cell line and found major differences both in the level and the pattern of viral transcription. ADV had a very low level of transcription, and mRNA encoding the nonstructural proteins dominated, even late in infection. In contrast, MEV had a high level of transcription and mRNA encoding the structural proteins dominated even early in infection.

Experiments are in progress to determine whether the high sensitivity of the RPA may allow us to examine the in vivo transcription pattern of ADV not only in permissive infections of newborn mink kits but also in the restricted infection of adult mink. This would make it possible to relate the in vitro findings of this report to the in vivo infection of mink.
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